The Japanese Cultural Festival and Night is the flagship event of the
NUS Japanese Studies Society. Held annually, we hope to provide a
platform for NUS students and the public to experience the different
cultural aspects of Japanese life.

japanese cultural night 2019

The theme for JCF&N 2019 is 旅 (たび), which means "Journey" in
Japanese. Aligned with this theme, our main aims are to raise
awareness of Japanese culture to the students and the public, and
to encourage event visitors to journey through the event grounds to
explore Japanese-related goods, games and cultural experiences. In
the spirit of adventuring, it is our sincere wish that event visitors
may leave the event after gaining valuable new knowledge and
insight about Japanese culture and society, that they may find useful
in their future endeavours in one way or another.

Our partners

utown auditorium 2
1800 - 2200
doors open 1730
nptaiko
nus nihon buyo

Sponsors

kotokotton
odoro!!
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intriquette
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bump of duck
shiranui
musubi

We are NPTaiko, short for Ngee Ann Polytechnic Taiko. Founded in 2009
by members with strong passion in drumming with Japanese Taiko
Drums, their fire of passion and determination has been passed down
to date. Since our founding days, we train intensely with our sights fixed
on spreading the liveliness and joy of the Japanese drums. The songs
we will be performing are Tomodachi, Okinawa, Isamigoma, Ogi Matsuri.
Nihon Buyo, or Japanese Dance, is a performance genre that
combines element of Kabuki, Noh, Bunraku and Folk Dances.
NUS Nihon Buyo was established in 1990 and is tutored by
Ms. Onoe Kikusui (尾上菊水) a professional Nihon Buyô instructor
based in Yokohama, Japan. NUS Nihon Buyo offers its members
an all rounded experience in Japanese Culture, with lessons in
Japanese Dance, Japanese Costume, Japanese Etiquette and
relatedbJapanese Terms. This JCN NUS Nihon Buyo will be
performing two dances, Sakura Sakura and Hanagasa.
Odoro!! is a newly formed club which aims to promote
the Odottemita, or "I tried to dance" culture and give
interested parties a chance to dance and perform on stage.
KotoKottoN is a koto ensemble based in NUS, founded in 2009 by
Ms. Kitai Saeko, a Japanese language instructor at the Centre for
Language Studies and a qualified koto teacher of the Sawai Koto
School. We hope to convey the beautiful sounds of this traditional
Japanese zither through a repertoire of contemporary and
traditional pieces. Enjoy the pieces we've prepared for you!
If you liked what you've heard and would like to join us,
find us at https://kotokotton.wordpress.com
Intriquette is a dance crew comprising of 5 girls who love
dancing to various genres of Japanese music. They have
performed for several J-culture events and most recently,
been featured in C3 Anime Festival Asia 2018 and EOY
Festival in December. This year, Intriquette is returning to
perform at JCN after having debuted here 2 years earlier.

Debuting this JCN, NUS JMC presents a ragtag group of
passionate vocalists we've dubbed the JMC Vocal Troupe (fancier
name pending), who will be performing a medley of popular
songs from a variety of genres ranging from headbanging rock
to peppy pop! Their voices are just as diverse as the songs
we've selected for the medley, and you'll be sure to enjoy the
changes in mood throughout the performance.
Composed of (mainly) the very talented freshmen of NUS
JMC, Bandpill is set to wow the stage with its stunning duo
of vocalists and five dashing instrumentalists; a pair of
guitarists, a bassist, keyboardist and drummer! They will be
performing two songs which will be immediately familiar
to any anime fan - you won't be able to resist singing along!
Bump of Duck is the band unit of Japanese hair salon Bump
Hair Design. With their high energy repertoire, they represent
the style and creativity that Bump has come to be known for.
With guest guitarist Himura on board, you can be assured that
it’s going to be a hair-raising performance. Tame your hair at
one of our 4 outlets afterwards!
Active since 2014, Shiranui has been performing covers of
everyone's favorite J-rock hits, from retro to modern. With
Grace helming the band's vocals, we aspire to bring to life
songs that are both enjoyable and electrifying. The band
started in 2011 with founding members Himu on guitar
and Simin on keys, with the addition of Adi as our bassist.
This year we are glad to have Leng as the drummer and
Mus as the lead guitarist.
Musubi is a music collective of like-minded musicians
who aren't bound by genres, roles or stereotypes.
With a rotating roster of vocalists and instrumentalists
alike, Musubi presents a kaleidoscope of music for
your entertainment

